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The All-Important List
This is a revised and updated version of an article published in the February 17,
2012 issue of COPING.
This is the second in a series of four articles on travelling with
osteoporosis. Missed the first article? Like all COPING newsletters it is
available from our library and accessible with just a few clicks of your
mouse. Click here to see Part 1.

The All-Important List
It is never too early to start making a detailed list of the things you will need to
make your trip as easy and enjoyable as possible. You should also maintain a file
of important papers, contacts, identification and travel documents.
We become so accustomed to our daily routines that we don’t notice what we
habitually use until our environment changes. Take note of your routines and the
items you typically use. List these items and plan how to pack them so that they
will be easily accessible to you on your trip. Are there special items that you use
to help you in the kitchen, bedroom, bathroom or the car? Some of the points
below may trigger your memory:
1) Mobility aids – Do you need a cane, walker, or wheelchair all the time or just
when you need to walk long distances such as in an airport, or a bus or train
terminal?
Most airports and some other travel companies will provide wheelchair and other
mobility services within their terminal for travelers who cannot walk long
distances. Contact the airline, bus or train line in advance if you need this
temporary service.
If you need a mobility aid all the time, consider bringing your own. You should
contact the travel-line ahead of time to ensure that they can accommodate your
mobility aid, especially if it is a walker or wheelchair, because larger aids will
require some form of storage while you travel.
If you do not need a mobility aid but you tire easily, consider bringing along a
fold up cane or light weight folding chair, as tourist attractions often have long
waiting lines. These items are available in home healthcare supply stores and/or
in camping stores (which also have light weight clothing and other accessories for
travel).
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Do you maintain your independence by using aids, to reach, pick up, shower, or bathe? If yes, don’t forget
to bring your reachers.
2) Back and neck supports – If you are planning a long flight or a long bus or train ride and you suffer from
back or neck pain, consider bringing along a portable back support that will fit into the seat of the plane or
bus, and a curved travel pillow to support your neck. These can be found in almost any home healthcare
supply store.
3) Flashlight – A pocket flashlight may help you see where you are walking on unfamiliar streets or in an
unfamiliar room. A small flashlight or book light can also be helpful when reading a book or menu in low
level lighting. Remember to take extra batteries.
4) Shoes and hip protectors – Regardless of one’s general health or fitness level, every traveler needs a
sturdy, comfortable pair of shoes. Shoes and sandals should have low heels and a rubber sole with a good
tread. They should not be able to slip off your feet. You don’t want to spoil the time you have at your dream
destination with sore feet, nor do you want the added risk of slipping or turning an ankle on cobblestone
streets or uneven ground. If you buy new shoes for the trip, try wearing them a few times before your trip to
be sure they are comfortable and fit properly. Good shoes and possibly hip protectors will provide an extra
layer of protection.
5) Medications
a) Make sure you pack an adequate supply of all your medications, vitamins and other supplements.
You must carry your medications in their original, labeled bottles and packaging. Your pharmacist
may be able to give you smaller labeled bottles if you need them.
b) If you take a large number of medications and they are difficult to organize, ask your pharmacist if he
or she will put them in a labeled blister pack for your trip. Your pharmacist may also include your
vitamins and supplements in the blister pack so you don’t have to carry extra vitamin bottles.
Pharmacy labeled prescription medications will help you get through customs much more easily than
unlabeled containers of “mystery” pills.
c) A note from your doctor may also help ensure easy passage for you and your medication through
security and customs checkpoints, especially if you require the use of controlled substances, such as
sleeping pills or narcotic pain killers, or need to carry needles for injectable medications such as
insulin or Forteo®.
d) You need to pay special attention to liquid medications. Without proper identification – the original
prescription label and that note from your doctor – liquid medication may not be allowed through
customs.
e) Does your medication need to be kept cool? Take it along in a small cooler with an ice pack. On the
plane, you may be permitted to put your medication in a refrigerator while you re-freeze your ice pack
in the plane’s freezer. Make sure you ask the airline ahead of time if they offer that service. Most
hotels will offer you a small refrigerator.
f) You should carry all of your medications with you in your purse or carry-on bag. This eliminates
any problems in the event that you are delayed for hours or days or your luggage is lost.
g) Be sure you have enough medication for the duration of your trip plus a few days’ extra medications
in case there is a change to your travel schedule
h) Make a list with the names, addresses and contact information of all your doctors, family members
and pharmacist to carry with you. Also bring a brief medical history with you, including a list of any
allergies you may have. Don’t forget to bring along any medic-alert information you may have.
6) Insurance and emergency contacts – Carry your insurance coverage details and contact information
with you and leave a copy with a friend or relative at home. Arrange to have someone whom you will contact
if your ticket, passport or wallet is lost or stolen. Remember that telephones in other countries may work
differently than in Canada, so be prepared. You may wish to carry the contact information for the Canadian
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Embassy of the country you are visiting.
7) Baggage – Travel as lightly as possible. You may want to use (and pay for) two lighter bags instead of
one heavy one. Use bags and carry-ons with wheels and long pull handles as they are easier to manage.
Next time, Part 3 - Itinerary, passport, medications… Let’s Go!

VIRTUAL FORUMS
Have you seen our osteoporosis videos? Access our professionally led educational presentations
about how to live well with osteoporosis.
 Are you Too Fit to Fracture? New exercise and physical activity recommendations for individuals
with osteoporosis
 Bone Matters with Dr. Marla Shapiro
 You Can Prevent Falls and the Injuries they Cause
 Men and Osteoporosis: So you think that it can’t happen to you?
 Osteoporosis Medications: Benefits and Risks 2013
 Optimizing Nutrition for Bone Health
Other Videos:
 Videos on how to safely do everyday activities
For more information, click here.

FUNNY BONE:
There are two kinds of cruises - pleasure and with children

A Recipe from our Sponsor
Ricotta and grilled tandoori chicken
sandwich
Course: Main Dishes
Preparation Time: 15 mins
Cooking Time: 15 mins
Yields: 4 servings
2/3 milk product serving(s) per person

For more information about this
recipe:
http://www.dairygoodness.ca/geten
ough/recipes/ricotta-and-grilledtandoori-chicken-sandwich
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Ingredients

Preparation

2 chicken breasts, halved lengthwise
1 tbsp (15 mL) tandoori curry paste
2/3 cup (160 mL) Canadian Ricotta
1 tsp (5 mL) honey
1/2 zest and juice lime
salt
freshly ground pepper
4 small multi-grain buns
4 lettuce leaves

Coat chicken with tandoori curry paste and set aside for at least 15
minutes.
Preheat grill to medium heat.
Mix Ricotta with honey and lime zest and juice. Season with salt and
pepper.
Grill chicken 5–7 minutes per side or until chicken is thoroughly cooked.
Meanwhile, heat buns on the grill.
Spread buns generously with Ricotta mixture, and add tandoori chicken
and lettuce to the bun.
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NOTICE: Every issue of COPING is vetted by members of Osteoporosis Canada’s Scientific Advisory Council
to ensure accuracy and timeliness of content. These newsletters are not intended to promote or endorse any
particular product. Product references, if they appear, are for illustration only.
These newsletters are not intended to replace individualized medical advice. Readers are advised to discuss
their specific circumstances with their healthcare provider.
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